
Arom� A� Britanni� Men�
18 Britannia Mall, Mitcham, Australia, Kurunjang

+61398740757

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Aroma At Britannia from Kurunjang. Currently, there are 17
meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What Michael Kennedy likes about Aroma At Britannia:
I had an amazing experience with the customer service and receiving my coffee super quick , would love to

recommend especially on a nice cold day in their warm cafe with a hot coffee enjoying the vibrant vibe of the
workers and customers Service: Dine in Meal type: Lunch Price per person: A$1–20 read more. The diner is
accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the

weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What V A doesn't like about Aroma At
Britannia:

The food is disgusting and cold , bacon uncooked. Was there on wed and didn’t enjoy the food, coffee good.
Please don’t waste your money going to eat at Aroma Cafe. Parking: Good 3 hours free parking for shopping.
Service: Dine in Meal type: Breakfast Price per person: A$1–20 read more. The comprehensive diversity of

coffee and tea specialties greatly enhances the value of a visit to Aroma At Britannia, Besides the tasty
sandwiches, small salads and other snacks also make a good snack. If you decide to come for breakfast, a

versatile brunch is ready for you.
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Appet�er�
SAGANAKI

Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

America� Foo�
EGGS BENEDICT

M�ica� Foo�
EMPANADAS

Beverage�
HOT COFFEE

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Has� Brown� an� Side�
SCRAMBLED EGGS

Super Food�
AVOCADO TOAST

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

Coffe�
LATTE

CAFÉ

Ingredient� Use�
KIMCHI

AVOCADO

CHICKEN

EGG

HAM

CHOCOLATE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00-15:30
Tuesday 07:00-15:30
Wednesday 07:00-15:30
Thursday 07:00-15:30
Friday 07:00-15:30
Saturday 07:00-16:00
Sunday 07:30-16:00
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